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Profile

Michael started in the film industry as a script supervisor. He has worked on over 200 films over
the last 10 years. He is the co-founder of the Big Bear Horror Film Festival, hosts a monthly
networking group called The East Side Indie Film Group, and is a contributing writing for
HorrorNews.net

Shorts

Ax, short written by Michael Coulombe
The story of James who is trying to understand what made him just kills his wife with an ax.
The Purpose of Apples, short written by Michael Coulombe
When Caden comes home and finds his girlfriend cheating on him he leaves and walks until
exhausted. He sits on a bus stop and learns a valuable lesson from Ethel, an older woman
who has lost her husband of 40 years.
The Wrong Profile, short written by Kenny Kurtkan
John Park and Vincent Gant are on a routine stakeout outside of Zachary Scott's house but
when Vincent leaves to use the restroom and never returns, John - the hunter - becomes the
hunted
Pain of the Past, short written by Alex Lowery
A journey of Scarlett, based on a true story about a young woman's struggle with domestic
violence and rape.
The Deal, short written by David Beaudrie
A man gets mistaken for a spy and held captive, until the real spy shows up to rescue him.

Web Series

Horror in 360/VR, Writer, produced by YouTube and BlumHouse and Crypt TV stars Dwayne
‘The Rock’ Johnson. Trailer: https://youtu.be/_zM6MOxP79w
Video: https://youtu.be/iPG2sZ_jgX4
Co-Director of "My Date with Harry" starring Colleen Sullivan
"Girls Night In"
"Beach Days"

Music Video

"No Vales La Pena" Arturo Leandro, song nominated for a Latin Grammy, 2015

Upcoming Projects

You Can Call Me Eve, all-Latino cast, feature written by Michael Coulombe
Eden Falls, co-written with Victor Miller, 3 time Emmy winner and writer of Friday the 13th
Hamachi, zombie feature written by David Bromley
Axe, horror feature written by Michael Coulombe, based on his award winning short film
The Beauty of Death, finalist in the Horror in the Hills Film Festival, Oct 2016

Quotes

Working with Coulombe was a fun and easy environment. He gives you the space to play with
your role but always stays on the road he has planned. If your choices blend in good with it, he
will no doubt work it in. The end results will be amazing! The music, the angles, everything;
bringing the feeling of the movie into you. -Kyler Porche, The Wrong Profile.
Coulombe is an actor's director. He allows his actors the space they need to work and create. It
is a collaborative effort, not a one-way street that you sometimes find with other directors. He
has a great ability in conveying what he needs and allows you the freedom to do - Todd James
Jackson, Ax and The Wrong Profile.
Michael is a great team leader and he knows what he can accomplish, how to achieve those
goals, and understands what it takes to get things done in a timely manner. Aside from his
outstanding leadership qualities, he is a great person to be around, and genuinely cares for his
cast and crew. - Jake Brichta, Sounds Mixer, Sound Bros, LLC
I've had the privilege of collaborating with Michael on a handful of projects, and what I value
most about these experiences is that there is actually real collaboration each time. He is a
confident director who knows what he is looking for, but is also open to suggestions from his key
players. Add to that his tremendous energy and enthusiasm for each project he takes on, which
is contagious, and you end up with a project helmed by a capable and motivated captain, and a
also a crew that is inspired to give it their all as well. - Brandon Musselman, Cinematographer:
Ax, The Wrong Profile, The Purpose of Apples.

Awards

Ax
Best Director, Zed Fest 2013
Edgar Allan Poetic Award, Zed Fest, 2013
3rd place, Zombie Jesus Film Festival

The Beauty of Death
Winner, Horror in the Hills Film Festival, Oct 2016
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